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Marijuana legalization ohio 2020

Despite everything that happens in 2020, it's important not to miss the fact that we're now less than five months away from Election Day. We will see voters choose who will be president of the United States over the next four years, and could even witness the current political makeup of the shift of Congress. But one of the more interesting stories for 2020 is that it will be a state
that becomes green. Currently, two-thirds of all states have legalized medical marijuana, with those 11 states allowing for the consumption and/or sale of adult marijuana use. As Election Day approaches, a dozen states have at least one ballot initiative devoted to marijuana, three of which are guaranteed to have residents vote on those measures in November. While there are
some states that look almost certain to legalize marijuana in November, there are many surprising disappointments. The following four states, which on the surface will look to have a good shot at legalizing adult marijuana use by 2020, will have to wait until next year, or maybe even 2022, to get their chance to turn green. Picture: Getty Images Source: Getty Images Florida
Perhaps the biggest surprise of all is that residents of the Sunshine State won't be heading to the polling station in 2020 to vote on the recreational marijuana measure. After legalizing medical pot in 2016, the hope is that 2020 will be a target for adult marijuana use. However, Florida's Make It Legal campaign was postponed in January 2020, pushing any shots at recreational
legalization until may 2022. Why suspend a campaign? Despite the support of certain medical marijuana dispensers in Florida, including MedMen Enterprises, and has gathered more than 700,000 signatures to put a constitutional amendment on the ballot, the time frame for verifying signatures and perfecting the language of the proposed constitutional amendment will not work
for the 2020 vote. At least 766,200 verified signatures are due on Feb 1, 2020, and there are already clear objections to proposed constitutional amendments by Florida Attorney General Ashley Moody (R), as well as state legislators. It should also be noted that, as the country amends the constitution, 60% of the yes vote is required for passage. Given the Sunshine State's
notorious retiree population, and the fact that seniors have less favorable views on marijuana than young adults, that part is no guarantee, even if the amendment made it to the ballot. Interestingly, this is not the worst news for Trulieve Cannabis (OTC:TCNNF), which dominates the medical marijuana market share in Florida and has 48 of its 50 operational dispensers in the State
By keeping his costs close to the vest, Trulieve has done an excellent job of building his brand without raising his marketing costs. If recreational guli is legalized, Trulieve may have to go to bat to maintain his market share in the recreation room against greater number of competitors. Picture: Getty Images Source: Getty Images NEW YORK Nearly half of all U.S. states don't have
initiatives and a referendum process, which is a fancy way of saying that any changes made to marijuana policy need to happen in the state legislature. Although New York, one of the states that has no initiatives and a referendum process, seems to have a relatively good shot at legalizing recreational marijuana, it won't happen in 2020. In late March, New York Gov. Andrew
Cuomo (D) announced that marijuana legalization is unlikely to be included in the state's fiscal budget. This is confirmed by the revision of the budget bill that excluded prospective revenue from legalization, as demonstrated by the Marijuana Moment. Cuomo mainly blamed the 2019 coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic for complicating budget discussions and making
marijuana legalization too much of a chore, for now. Of course, this isn't the first time new York's recreational marijuana discussion has slipped. Legislators appear to be on the cusp of legalizing adult marijuana use during the first quarter of 2019, but lawmakers ultimately disagree on social equality factors brought into the equation, such as the expulsion of previous convictions for
marijuana possession. Once these social factors become a sticking point, the measure stalled in the legislature. If and when New York acts together (maybe 2021, in my guess), Curaleaf (OTC:CURLF) will be a happy camper. Curaleaf already has more operational dispensers than any other U.S. multistate operator, and will no doubt see a boost in sales from the four New York
dispensers that are currently open. Curaleaf's deep pockets, relative to other U.S. pot stocks, will certainly help him add to his presence in a state that ultimately has to generate more than $1 billion in annual pot sales. Picture: Getty Images Source: Getty Images Ohio While it is a take-it-to-bank guarantee that Florida and New York do not legalize in 2020, technically there is still a
piece of hope for the Buckeye State. Ohio has two recreational marijuana initiatives on the table for the addition of the 2020 ballot. Unfortunately, none of these measures are likely to end up in front of voters come November. The biggest issue is the impact of COVID-19. Nearly 453,000 verified signatures need to be collected before regulators can even consider putting
recreational guli initiatives on state ballots. However, collecting such signatures has proved almost impossible due to social distance measures and stay-at-home orders associated with pandemics. This signature is due in less than three weeks. Then again, before supporters even get the green light to collect signatures, the language associated with the measure to marijuana-like
alcohol (which is perceived to be more popular than the two initiatives) will require some refining. Ohio Attorney General Dave Yost (R) rejected the ballot measure back in March. Again, with the COVID-19 pandemic underway, addressing Yost's concerns and continuing to collect 453,000 valid signatures would be a tall task. As the icing on the cake, some Ohio medical marijuana
licenses support ballot initiatives that adults use. This makes Ohio a longshot for choosing marijuana that adults use in 2020. Picture: Getty Images Source: Getty Images Missouri Lastly, Show-Me State will have to show Americans that it has what it takes to legalize recreational marijuana in 2021 or maybe 2022, because that doesn't happen in 2020. In mid-April, Missourians to
campaign for a New Approach to legalizing recreational marijuana stopped. According to the Springfield News-Leader, the collection of signatures proved almost impossible on a broad scale due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The campaign did try to persuade officials to allow the collection of signatures online, rather than directly, but Missouri regulators rejected the idea, thus
destroying the opportunity to gather the approximately 170,000 signatures needed to put the initiative on the ballot. Although Missouri legalizes medical marijuana in 2018, and two-thirds of those polled nationwide (not just in Missouri) support legalizing adult use, it is not clear that recreational measures will pass in the Show-Me State or be implemented effectively. As a point,
Marijuana Business Daily points out that, although Missouri voters passed a medical marijuana initiative in November 2018, the state's medical pot industry still hasn't dropped to the ground. Disputes and challenges arising from rejected license applicants have overwhelmed regulators and led to progress in building a medical pot industry that has stalled completely. If Missouri
can't even get its medical marijuana program off the ground in 20 months, then maybe not voting on recreational weed by 2020 isn't so bad, after all. Expectations are at an all-time high for sweeping marijuana policy reform and industrial expansion as 2019 turns into 2020. With widespread, and bi-partisan, public support, the ACT increasingly passes the House Judiciary
Committee, and the prospect of nearly a dozen marijuana policy votes by 2020, there are plenty of reasons for optimism. I even wrote in this column that 2020 is shaping up to be the biggest year ever for marijuana policy reform. All bets were off when the Covid-19 pandemic plunged us into global uncertainty this past spring. Individuals, families and companies are left scrambling
towards a new normal adage, with the majority of policy initiatives taking a back seat to the public health crisis demanding our attention. This means that eligible ballot initiatives are becoming distant challenging, with the collection of traditional signatures, and the number of social contacts required, is no longer considered acceptable or secure. Montana ordered 150,000 pens so
each petition signer could have their own pen. Other states, however, are not so lucky, with Arkansas unable to afford meet their July 3 signature deadline for legalizing adult marijuana use and Idaho anticipates a similar fate, choosing to suspend their medical marijuana campaign in early April (they need 55,057 by May 1 to qualify). California, Missouri, and Nebraska are also
seeing marijuana-related policy efforts halted by Covid-19. (Photo by Pavlo Gonchar/SOPA Images/LightRocket via Getty Images) SOPA Images/LightRocket via Getty Images Efforts to legalize marijuana in state legislatures have also suffered, with state legislatures closed for months at a time, and most only conducting virtual reconventions to deal with important businesses.
Anticipated legislative pushes to legalize it in states such as New York, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and New Mexico have all stalled due to Covid-19-related legislative paralysis. Despite many policy hurdles, marijuana businesses are considered important, with states allowing dispensers to remain open at a time when almost all other companies are forced to close; Green flares of
hope in the spring of bleak social distances and tumultuous summers. Now, as we enter a historically stressful election season, marijuana sales continue to head toward new heights, with record-setting months in Illinois, Colorado and Ohio (medically) this summer. (Photo by KAMIL KRZACZYNSKI / AFP) (Photo by KAMIL KRZACZYNSKI/AFP via Getty Images) AFP via Getty
Images People want cannabis. And while many efforts to open up new states to marijuana freedom were thwarted by the Covid-19 pandemic, we could still see major changes to the legal marijuana landscape by the end of the year. Last year I predicted that as many as six state legislatures could legalize marijuana used by adults and unfortunately, because of Covid-19, there
seems to be only a chance for someone to do so. The Vermont Legislature approved the final compromise on S. 54, which had previously passed the Senate and House in different forms. At the time of this writing, the bill sits at Gov.'s desk. Phil Scott, who has not publicly indicated whether he will sign it. In addition to Vermont, there are four states with measures legalizing adult
marijuana use for voting through ballot initiatives this election. South Dakota sits uniquely with its 2020 ballot initiative for the legalization of medical and adult marijuana; and Mississippians will also vote on the medical marijuana ballot initiative come November 3. Here's a rundown of the states best positioned to end marijuana prohibition this year. ADULT- USE STATES Arizona
Smart and Safe Arizona, Proposition 207, would legalize adult use of marijuana in Arizona as well as allow for those previously convicted of possessing less than an ounce of marijuana or six fewer plants or parafernalia to petition for their records to be abolished. After the narrow defeat of the initiative in 2016, the campaign announced the delivery of 420,000 (!) signatures of
support to the Secretary of State's office in July and formally qualified in August for the November vote. If approved, early which is a well-positioned medical marijuana company or applicant seeking to find a business in a county with fewer than two existing medical marijuana sites, will be licensed first. For a full summary of Arizona Prop 207 visit the Marijuana Policy Project.
PHOENIX, AZ - AUGUST 4: People walk back to their cars after voting during the Arizona primary... [+] election at the Burton Barr Central Library on August 4, 2020 in Phoenix, Arizona. Larger places have been served to allow for social distance as adjustments are made in light of the coronavirus pandemic. (Photo by Courtney Pedroza/Getty Images) Getty Images Montana
advocacy group New Approach Montana filed signatures in support for two complementary ballot initiatives approved by Montana's Secretary of State in August. The first, I-190, will legalize, regulate, and tax marijuana in Montana. The second, CI-118, will set a legal minimum age to buy, consume, or possess marijuana at age 21. For a full summary of Montana's voting initiatives
visit the Marijuana Policy Project. The New Jersey New Jersey Marijuana Legalization Amendment (S2703/A4497) would amend the state constitution to legalize recreational marijuana use for adults 21 and older. It will also legalize the cultivation, processing, and sale of retail marijuana and will take effect on January 1, 2021. The new law will also create an online portal that will
allow for an expedited removal process. There are many details left to be decided by the State Legislature in the language of the Amendment, including how the store will be licensed (and how much), as well as ownership limits and home growth provisions. If the Amendment doesn't pass, New Jersey would be the first Mid-Atlantic state to legalize marijuana for all adult
consumers. ADULT- USE AND MEDICAL South Dakota this November, South Dakota will become the first state to ever choose medical marijuana and legalize adult use at the same time. As laid out by the Marijuana Policy Project, South Dakotan for a Better Marijuana Law championed constitutional initiatives (Amendment A) to tax and regulate marijuana. They are working with
New Approach South Dakota, which supports mandatory medical marijuana measures. The two initiatives work together and support each other. South Dakota has among the harshest marijuana penalties in the country, including a year in prison and a $2,000 fine for possession, making their legalization efforts even more important. South Dakota is also the only state with internal
possession laws, meaning individuals can be forcibly tested and arrested if illegal drugs are found in their system - even marijuana consumed in a legal state while on vacation. Amendment A does not currently create licensing and vest limits to grant marijuana licenses of all kinds, including retail, processing, cultivation and testing, to the Department of Revenue. For full text
Amendment A visit to the Marijuana Policy Project. South Dakota will be the first state to vote on medical and adult marijuana ballots... [+] initiative at the same time. getty MEDICAL STATES Mississippi Mississippi will put two competing ballot initiatives for medical marijuana in front of voters on November 3. One, Initiative 65, was championed by Mississippians for
Compassionate Care, which gathered 268,000+ signatures for its measure to be approved for a November vote. Initiative 65A was put forward by state legislators after Initiative 65 was approved and seeks to install a limited licensing cap and vest more control over states over most major marijuana regulations. Nothing is certain, in life or in business, and while marijuana
legalization may seem increasingly inevitable, if 2020 has shown us anything, it should be prepared for any and all outcomes. While the United States prepares for a divided election season, keep an eye on this key marijuana race as well. Good.
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